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ON THE RELATION BETWEEN GANGS AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION· 

Daniel J. Monti, Jr., Boston University 

ABSTMCT 
The pniSentpapergoesbeyond Monb's(1996)crltiqueofthe"socialdilorganizalion" h~Aigllfding 

gangs in the United States and the research and theorizing based on it. Advanced is an alternative hVDOthesia 
that finds ng structure and behavior=inwilh established customs and organiQtlonal routineaink1erican 
society. W: n'lodelforthis altamatNeh is found intheworkofTIIIyetal (1975)wholooked lttherelatlon 
between ruutine and non-routine · actions in European societies for several hundrad years. Our 
conventional understanding ofgangstruc:t&nandbehaviorln the United States does not paralelwhatTIIIyetal 
found in some Instances. HoweVer, thebeaicpointthat groups I~ gangs do reflectormlmicmoreconventlonal 
customs and organizational routines shows greater promise for helping us to understand U.S. gangs than does 
the "social disorganization" hypothesis advanced by American social scientists. 

Social schlntists who write about urban likely to step in and fill that gap in our Jcnowl.. · 
problems sometimes refer to history, but they edge when there are so many interesting ques
usually do not make a careful study of it. tions to pursue with modem gangs. Further
Changes that have taken place over a long per- more, our training usually does not lead us to 
iod of time could help them to make better use historical materials. However respectful 
sense of contemporary problems. Too often, the tone, the obligatory references to early 
though, their frame of reference does not ex- gangs that we dlop In our published writings 
tend beyond the period In which we live. Nor ordinarily are made without any big theoretical 
does It typically include places outside of the point in mind. 
United States. The parochial & introspective In this short paper, I shall take a much 
quality of much American social science re- different look at gangs in the United States and 
search really should not surprise us. After all, try to place them into a broaderbiatorical con
there are more social scientists today ·In the text that includes not just this country but the 
UnitedStatesthanatanyothertimeln1hepast better part of Europe 88 well. To ac:oomplish 
& we piOduce more research than do scholars this I wHI draw on the wortc of sociologist and 
from other countries. On the other hand, our historian Charles Tilly who made many contri
preoccupationwith contemporary United States butions to the study of unconventiOnal collec> 
history can yield a pretty skewed piciUre of the tive activities such 88 brawls, riots, Met strikes 
social problems we study and what might be in Europe early in his canter. The argument I 
done to address them. A historical perspective will introduce here in a prelirninaly way builds 
would bring added depth to our desaiption of on Tilly, Tilly. and Tlf~Ys (1975) central idea 
modem problems &'provide something of a that the conditions which lead to any type of 
reality chack upon the reforms we propose to unconventional group behavior are •essen
introduce as a solution to these problems. tialythesame88thosethatleadtootherkinds 

Youth ganga are a particularly good of collective action in pursuit of conmon inter
example of a modem urban problem whose ests.• Gangs are not the same as c:lu'd1 
depiction has been unduly influenced by our · groups, fraternities, or baseball teams, but 
narrow attention to recent history and our ig- they spring from the same social•fon::es and 
norance of what is happening in other parts of sometimes are used to accomplish remark
the world (Klein 1995). These groups are ably similar goals. 
dramatiC and have been studied for what This is not the a.Jstomary view of gangs 
passes among social scientists as a long time. held by most sociologists who study these 
It is a common practice, for instance, to cite groups in modem urban or suburban settings. 
Frederic ThrasheA 1927 study of Chicago It usually is the case that gangs are put into a 
gangs. It was the tltst social scientific study of comer of the ·social world that is reserved for 
gangs. Since then gangs have been studied things alien to us. Gang members are sup
more or less continuously by many persons. posed to be different from the persons more 
Only rarely, however, does.one find references conventional individuals come into contact 
to the origin of these groups in nineteenth with every day. 
century American cities. In this paper, gangs are placed squarely 

Social historians who write about the in the midst of routine group life as it is prac>
United States have not made gangs a particu- ticed by most persons. Gangs are merely one 
larty important focus of their research. Ameri- among many types of groups that persons 
can social scientists, for their part, are not customarily create and use in order to shape 
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the worfd or to make themselves better under
stood. Hence, there will be no talk here of 
gangs appearing in places that are •socialy 
disorganized• or of gang members as defec. 
tive human beings. Our emphasis instead wiD 
be on how gangs and gang members fit Into 
the regu,ter world and behave in ways that do 
not distinguish them from other groups or 
persons Hving in it. 

t suggest that a fuller accounting of 
gangs, and a more plausible explanation for 
their behavior, are to be derived from ideas 
which are at odds with so-called social disor
ganization theories (Bul"'ik, Grasmick 1995; 
Klein 1995). First, oursocietymayhaveprob
lems, but it is not fundamentally tlawed,IIJ8P8-
rably broken, ortaclst. Most popular explana
tionsfortheappearanceand behavior of gangs 
are predicated on the idea that gangs are a 
corrupted fonn of normal SJrOUilJife that is spit 
up wherever there is a breach in our culture or 
institutional framework. Attention to the linger
ing eff8cts of an •urban undeR:IaH, • for in
stance, is supposed to help us account for the 
persistence aad spread of youth gangs in our 
society. Yet t1we are many gangs that are not 
composed exdulively of low-income minority 
teenagers and not •• such young persons be
come memben of gangs. 

Tlly's key inaight was to put the origin of 
unconventional groups and coledive action 
right in the middle of established tu1es and 
social routines. His arvument would be that 
gangs spring fran a IOd8t world which, ·how
ever1roubled, ila tot stronger ttwt it appears 
to outeiders and. much more likely to rebound 
or change efJectivefy in the face of harsh condi
tionathanitilto~. Aaocietycanhave 
gangs. without being tholoughly corrupted or 
disotganized. 

Secondj we have a common cultunl that 
is IIOUndandVMiarliculated, yet supple enough 
to accommodate a variety of ways forperaons 
to be in the world together. The presence of 
gangs is less al8m*lg, perhaps, than what 
theydo.ln neilhercasectoesthe republic show 
any immanent signs of collapsing around us 
by virtue of being riddled with youth gangs. Nor 
should the generations of gang members who 
have found ways of gradually moving into the 
conventional adult world as they grew up and 
became older give us anything but hope that 
our society will be able to embrace more of 
these young men and women in the future .. 
Scant attention is given to the process of "ma
turing out" in most gang studie!l (Klein 1995; 
Spergel1995). Yet most gang members do go 

on to lead lives that are conventional enough 
not to draw much attention to themselves as 
they grow older. If our culture were not suffi
ciently well articulated or accommodating, 
these young persons never would find a way to 
fit Into it. 

Third, our civil society worlcs pretty well 
most of the time. Gangs fit into the regular 
world even when they do not reinforce much of 
the hard wort that more conventional persons 
and groups cany out every day (Monti 1994). 
That is why they so readily fade into the back
ground In many ofthe communities where they 
appeara'ld have been successfully constrained 
by local adults and community groups when 
these parties engage young men and women 
in a clear and consistent way (Spergef 1964; 
Th1'81her 1927). 

A world built on the back of these princi
ples has ample room for gangs just as it has 
room for bulineelea, dubs, churches, unions, 
& political pMies. Indeed, gangs fundamen
tally are like any group produced by human be
ings. They help persons fit into their part of the 
world better, or at least make it easier for them 
to be understood by outsiders. This does not 
mean that the gangs make the world a saner 
& safer place to live. Nor does it mean that our 
society is perfect It means only that gangs 
·make sense• in their social & historical con
text and that many conventional groups also 
are an important part of the same social world. 
They are not alien to theworid occupied by re
gular human beings, & that world Is not •disor
ganized" in a permanent or far-reaching way. 

~share other impor1ant social fea
tures beyond the fact that they usually are 
composed of boys & girla or younger men & 
women. Most~sare notJarge. Theirtypiall 
activities are confined to a fairly small territory, 
and members are drawn from that same gen
eral locale. Gangs have no explicit social or 
political agenda. These are communal groups 
that have few territorial ambitions beyond pro
tecting their "turf' from real or imagined out
siders. As such, 98I"SJSl as most social scien
tists have described them, oo¢onn pretty well 
to the kind of groups that CtiBrtes TaHy (1979) 
has said participated In •primitive· acts of 
collective violence in the era before large
scale industries and more modem cities in 
Europe were developed. 

These disruptive acts they initiated in
duded"the feud, the brawl among members of 
rival guilds or communes, and the mutual 
attacks of hostile religious groups. • What dis-.. 
tinguishes these activities from later forms of 
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uncivil behavior, Tilly observed, was "not a taken as a sign not only of their resistance to 
lackofseriousness,buttheiractivationoflocal outsiders but often also of their parents and 
communal groups. •. usually in opposition to neighbors' reluctance to accept a way of life 
other communal groups.· Our conventional carried by these same outsiders. That is why 
understanding of youth gangs in this country · many gangs and gang members are said to 
corresponds to the type of communal group defend their neighborhoods and why, in tum, 
carrying out the feuds and brawls that Tilly many of them are not treated In a hostile 
d~bes. Gang researchers have done a fashion by their families and neighbors. Tilly's 
good job describing this type of group and analysis of reactionary communal violence 
behavior in their studies. has strong parallels with many descriptions of 

Although gangs in the United States gang violence. The only problem is that Tiny 
engage in many of the "primitive" acts outlined expected this type of group & uncMI behavior 
by Tilly, the connection between them is not to fade away. Gang researchers have shown 
perfect. Forin&tance, Tilly (1979) hypothesized us consistently that this has not happened. 
that most forms of "primitive" unrest engaged Conditions of life in cities did change 
in by communal groups gradually disappeared dramatically, of course, and what emerged in 
with the emergence of nations, industrializa- the wake of large-scale industrialization and 
tion, and the cities which we have come to citybuildingwerenewfonnsofhumanassocla
know. We know that gangs are still around in tion & collective action. Communal groups, as 
the United States and have prospered in a Tilly (1979) and others have argued, became 
number of other modem nations as well (Klein 1$SSdoninantthantheyhad oncebeenthrough-
1995). Gangs have managed to hang on and out the whole of modem society. Updated 
even flourish in societiet .... are not supposed varieties of civil disturbance, to take but one 
to make much room for communal groups. notable example of human corporate behav
The persistence of gangs in the modem wortd ior, were no longer expected to be initiated by 
stands as a challenge to Tilly's basic model. communal groups, but by "specialized asso-

A ·second part to Tilly's thesis also is ciationswithrelativelywell-definedobjedlves, 
challenged by the persistenc:e of gangs. Not organized for political and economic action. • 
just "primitive" violence was supposed to have The organizations are complex. Their 
been lost. Abandoned also, according to Tilly, actions are intended to acquire new rights & 
were "reactionary" forms of civil unrest. These, resources, not reassert traditional privileges 
too, were engaged in by smaller communal as is thf case with "reactionary" activities. The 
groups. The difference between this latter type strike, Sit-in, & violence that was expflcitly po
of activity and "primitive" violence is that liticallnitstenorandgoalsareexamplesofthis 
groups direct their hostility toward agents and more "modem" type of disruptive behavior. 
institutions that hold power over them. Their . Although gangs in the United States 
attacks have a political edge insofar as per- usually are not compared to political parties or 
sons try to assert their traditional rights and to labor unions, there are ways in which contem
crlticize the way authorities behave toward porary gangs do mimic more modem types of 
them. Classic expressions of •reactionary" organizations. Some ganga, forexample, have 
civil unrest are found in the food riot, formed far-reaching confederations & have 

anticonlcription rebellion. the resistance to the 
tax colector, thevlolentocaiPI!tiOnoffieldaand 
fonllts,(and)thebfukingofreapersorpower 
looms. (Tilly 1979) 

There are parallels between gangs and 
the communal groupsthat~rryoutreactionary 
violence. Observers of American gangs often 
have commented on the "reactionary" quality 
of these groups and the kinds of activities in 
which they engage. Gangs are seen rebelling 
against adult authority and institutions. They 
challenge police officials, break '-",in a will
ful fashion, disrupt schools, and deface neigh
borhoods. The defiance that gangs express is 

developed something akintoacorporatestruc
ture. They also have become engaged in so
phisticated business enterprises· that make a 
great deal of money through aimlnal ven
tures. In some instances gangs even reach out 
to local public leaders & become part of a more 
legitimate political operation. This happened 
in some nineteenth 'century cities &, at least in 
Chicago, it is supposed to be taking place 
today. 

There are clearer parallels between con
temporary g8ngs in the United States and the 
different types of groups and collective actions 
desaibed by Tilly. The problem is that our 
gangs represent some kind of hybrid grouping 
not anticipated in his model or found during the 
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several hundred years worth of European his
tory that he described. Even allowing for the 
kind of mixing of organizational types & ai::t!On 
orientations that Tilly (1979) suggests may be 
possible, there is something unique about the 
combination brought together by many gangs 
in the US today. A more thorough analysis of 
the history of gangs in the United States might 
help to explain how this came to be. 

There might be any number of ways to 
account for this anomalous situation. One 
plausible explanation, however, iS that the 
hypothesizedabandonmentofmorec:ommunal 
groupings in favor of bigger and more special
ized associations was greatly overstated. Much 
human activity, as many social scientists have 
shown, still takes place on a local level through 
small groups that persons know Intimately and 
which meet a variety of their needs. A second 
explanation for the odd combination of organ
izational types and behavioral orientations 
exhibited by American gangs today may be 
traced to the development of linkages between 
communal roughnecks and more disciplined 
and better organized political leaders that 
began as ear1y a1 the American ReVolution 
(Monti 1980). Thus, we broughttogether ele
ments of reactionary and more fof).vard look
ing types of coRective action and expressed 
them through . a combination of communal 
groups and complex political organizations. 
Contemporary gangs would then reflect a 
tradition of joining communal and more com
plex organizational forms In the same groups. 

The world is a more complex place than 
Tilly ever imagined on this score. Yet the very 
mixing of disparate organizational fonns and 
adion orientations in contemporary youth 
gangs confinns Charles Tilly's central thesis. 
The unconventional activities of these groups 
complement their routine behavior, 8ndgangs 
have more in common with regular organiza
tions and groups in the community than one 
typically supposes. Indeed, contemporary 
gangs in the United States seem to bring 
together elements of several different types of 
corporate behavior and strudures. They are 
communal groups that can be part of bigger 
and more complex organizations that operate 
across state and even national borders. They 
battle other communal groups and conduct 
sophisticated and profitable business opera
tions. Finally, they have no explicit compelling 
social agenda, but they can become part of an. 
ongoing political operation in a city. The study 
of history helps to draw out the similarities and 
differences between contemporary gangs and 

older forms of uncivil behavior & social groups. 
Each of these connections suggests 

that gangs draw upon organizational themes 
that are readily apparent in the conventional 
wortd and have a well-established record of 
success. Gangs are not aHen to the organ
izational and cultural life to which most of us 
subscribe. They emerge from the same social 
conditions that produce conventional organi
zations and regular human beings. 

This can be so only because our society 
is not fundamentally disorganized as so many 
gang experts believe. Instead, it is capable of 
producing a varied collection of groups whose 
form and actions are far more complementary 
than We Imagine. This, in tum, is possible only 
because we have a culture whose elements 
are relatively clear and shared by a broad seg
ment of the population. And the civil society 
coristltuted and built by these varied organiza
tions persists only because it works well a 
great deal of the time. 

There are gaping holes in the social 
scientific theories that purport to explain the 
prMence and behavior of gangs in the United 
States (Monti 1996). These holes are likely to 
be better filled by drawing attention to the ways 
in which gangs are connected to the conven
tional world. Charles Tilly & others have tried 
to do this with the history of unconventional 
groups & civil disorder in European societies. 

My objective thus far has been to sketch 
an outline of what an alternative approach to 
studying and making sense of gangs might 
look like and to suggest that gangs are a more 
complex and sophisticated organizational form 
than is commonly appreciated. Historical evi
dence of the sort acquired by Tilly and others 
that might lend support for this tine of reason
ing, or to refute It, is at best Incomplete and 
spread across a number of different cities. 
What historiCal documentation does exist, 
however, suggests that gangs fit comfortably 
into a long end fair1y conservative tradition of 
civil unrest In this country. 

The history of New York City, to take one 
noteworthy example, is filled with many mo
ments in which one or another group used vio
lence to make a point (GHje 1987; Monti 1980). 
Furthermore, gangs,or collections of young 
men played a prominent role in many of these 
episodes. Most of these events have not been 
studied thoroughly, but it is apparent that they 
began during the colonial period and continue 
even today. 'Mtat may be even more surpris
ing is that it took some time for these activities 
and the young men who participated in them to 
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be viewed as public nuisances & to be chal- ways that popular unrest was ptilized in early 
lenged by lcx:al authorities. Episodes of deadly America. · · , · 
gang violence aside, we have become less It is not hard to draw a parallel between 
tolerant of intermittent displays of disruptive days of •misrule• in Colonial towns, or ··~Is 
behavior by young persons, not more t~t. . of reversal• as cultural anthropologist$ some-

MomentsofpopularcelebrationOfCQI'n- times call them •. & more modem gang actlvi
plaint that onC:e brought elite and convnon fOlk ties. Even more Obvious, perhaps, is.econnec-

... together in the street during the colonial period tion between rebeftious rites of ~ in 
spoke to a variety of concerns. Sometimes, as early American communities & gang *avior 
in the case of public theater, the event was in- in our own time. Young men t.ook 'loud & 
tended to reinforce -.raditional bonds of defer- vigorous exception to established't'blea & rule 
ence and patronage• (Gilje 1987). On other makers In pre-revol~ Am8rica, & seem 
occasions, such as Po~ Day, New Year's no less inclined to do sci todey. That such 
Eve, & Pinkster Day, displays of plebian enthu- Occasions correspond to a periC)d ln their lives 
siasm took a much different form (Gllje 1987). when they are making the dltricUit transition 
In a manner of speaking, these events turned from childhood to adu~ only makes their 
the world upside down, if only for a little while. violencelookmorelikethecullunillly-presaibed 

During days· Of •misrule• common folk outbursts associated with colonial rites of 
would act like more well-tCHio persons or carry passage. 'il· · 
onasifnonnalrulesofpublicdecorum&defer- larger towns and cities in early nine
ence had been suspended, which in fact they teenth century America were not Immune to 
had been. Persons gave expression to the theinfluenceofgroupsofyQungmenih•twere 
divieions & hard feelings that sepamed one benton creating disturbanc8$. The .New Year's 
class or group from another in the course of Eve ~ already aRudec:l' to seemed 
everydaylife,buttheydidsoinahighlystylized . particularly attractive.to young men from less 
& temporary way. The effect of these revelsals well-to-do famlt'aes. They appa~tlytOok great 
in ccmvnonly accepted;rolea & rules in colonial satiafactiQn from disrupting more polite social 
socie&ywas,oddlyenough,toremindeliteper- gath8rings and most every~ else's sleep 
sonsoftheirreaponsibilitytothoseleaswelloff (Gilje 1987). More permanent orga~s 
than themselves even as they were being . serving similar purpOses emerged_ ~ting the 
mocked & to reinforce for leas prosperous per- seconddecadeofthenineteenlhcentury: These 
sons the typical part they played in the wortd. groups were ganga .. Their behavior, sense of 

Another theme in some stylized displays territory', and patterns of affillatioo were con
of civil unrest in colonial towns has been aistent ~ what Frederic "(hf:&sher came to 
likened to rites of passage. On these occa- call gangt in h~ famous ChJcagc) study a· little 
sions persons better prepared tl'lemaelves to ITiore th.-n a century 1ater. · · · 
•deal with the awkward moments of passing .. There were,obviOus and painful differ-

. from one status to another- by misbellaving in ences between the comparative restraint 
forceful but customarily prescribed ways (Gilje exhibited by groups of Y-oung and 'not-so-
1987). New Year's Eve noise making and riot- young men in colonial America and 1flle more 
ous behavior was only One ofthe more obvious disrespectful actions of ea~ nineteenth can
examples of how disruptive collective acts tury gangs. The latter moVed beyond 1i'te. ritu
could serve as a rite of passage into a new and als of misrule that had been so common 
uncharted wortd. Nineteenth century gangs around the time Of the America Revolt.iti6n, 
would come to serve a simi~J~r.end for many and their~ of. passage .were marked by 
young persons. '· , corisidObly mor8' lawlessn88s. Young per-

Interesting and revealing as these epi- sons from more well-to-do families gradually 
&odes may have been for colonial Americans, reduced their participation In such 8ct1Vities. 
we have not yet made J"Y dear connection .. ~ ~. and more Prominent citizens ~ 
between these events aiKI the types of activi-, : · ~ng theie oulbursts as ·tegmrnate·ex
ties associated with gangs in our own time. pression& of popular1vll against arcane rules 
That young men from ~ walks of 'life . end capricious rule markers, beca• they 
were the most common partidpam. in these ~ now .making the rule$. Instead, they 
different activities by itself does not tell us c8J:ne to .view these gro&ps as a ttnat to ~ 
much. A clearer line between disorderly con- veptional ways of acting and thinking, rather 
dud in colonial towns and more modem dis- than as a noisy 1M safe was of drawing at
plays of gang behavior is to be found in the tention to community problems. 
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The ~eadly violence and sophisticated 
criminal enterprises carTied out by young tnate 
and female gang members in our time repre
sents another-big step in the way that young 
per'Sons seeks to fix a place for themselves in 
the modem w9Jid. Unlike eartier disp1ays of 
popular discontent, however,·there is no hint of 
respect in their~. nb'tapse in the~ 
ure g'_ _ oms_ · to CQIWentional standards and 
cus · . Nevertheless, some themes appar-
ent il) -~-chplays of popUlar unrest Still are 
evident In lfJodern gang activtly. Gang mem
bership frequentlt is seen as part of a teenage 

targets than earlier gangs had been. They also 
were better armed. 

The new gangs did not become politi
cized to any great extent Most seem to have 
been content to carry out aggressive and high
ly Rl'ofitable_ crininal ventures related to the 
~trade. O~mer (1969) was correct, 
1hetetore, when he observed that •people with 
gups but without ideology are bandits." New 
gangs have no more an ambitious social 
agenda or political program than nineteenth 
century groups did. 

rite of ..... anc:l the flaunting or rejec;tion Despite the obVious dangers they pose, con-
of adult aUihOrtty is a staple in the g,~ng's ap- temporarygangsseemtofitthemoldofearfier 
proach to the woltd. These themes may be well c::ornmunatgroups mont Interested In maintain-
hidden in ~emporary gang activities, but ingtheirOwntenuousposillonlnthecity'asocial 
they continue to shape the outburSts we asso- order than in transforming political and eoo-
ciate with gangs. ·· nomtcrelations.(Montl1980) 

Classes of persons with less standing in 
the convnunlty gradually were Ceded control Contemporary youth gangs do engage 
over a variety of loud or otherwise outrageous in a variety of dangeRJUs activities that offend 
actiOha that either celebrated or condemned targenumbersofpersons. Yetthereismuc:hin 
existing itandards for appropriate public be- their behavior that speaks to ti'IOre conserva
havlor & the custori18ly ~ that gave tivetraditions in the use of violence and public 
substance.to the claim of such rules on their dla.plays of bravado. The point of this essay 
lives. More prominent or secure claSses of citi- 11M not been to Ignore the outrages ofcontem
zens withdrew their support for such lldivlties porary gangs or to embrace their view of the 
& ~hard to mute an manner of ritH:ous wortd. Rather, it has been to place theltway of 
pOblt gatherings & to suppress groups partlci- behaving Into a larger historical context and to 
pating in them. Youth gangs became a prime hint at how their ways tit in the conventional 
exampleof~typeofgroupwhosestandards wortd more then they or we are prepared to 
& public lMithavior were not welcomed. recognize. 

W8IComed or not, however, ganga found 
II place in. ,r:tiMteenth century American cities REFERENCES 
and were ti8tter b)tegtated into OJIQO!ng com- BtnlkR.HGialmic:k1W5Eifec:totnelghbortlooddyMmlcs 

munlty routines~ we fhillk. DisOrderS initi- :-=.:=r~=::!~~ 
ated by ganga often helPed to rftaintain P9iiti- • RoDciiWY Plea. 
cal groyps iO pqwer. The patronage they en- Glljl P 1t1t1 Tfte Road to Mot~oc:racy. Popular DllolrJer in 
joy~ at thf hands of local politicians also MMVorlfCiy, f783-1834Chlpei ... NC:UNCPreu 

heiP8d to,-~ the development _of what =~~=~.::=n~~"= 
. ~ have.:.become a sta~ wprtdng-class dllordera Tenrxlll#i,.,., J" 123-141 
. ~:..- .• _HtHovo. of fi'om different _._· - 11M ~ .. Genoa In SIJtJurbl and Schools -~· c::on-.... pei'JOnS 
'~ grou~~ ~· _London_1~a:-:wllhhumptyftee/nqCINtSocio/ 

· ·. The r...Ron between gangs and other 24 2 133-144 
forms of politi_cal or civic involvement tlY the Oppa•'leil1wrM 186Q The um.n Guentlla Chicago: Quad-
ethnic or raCial groups from' Wtlkh gangs rangJe Books 
~did not end in the nineteenth century. SJ181V8111884~. SIUmtowrl. Hau/betv: An Explor-

__ TMf'e was an interesting·~ .In gang *Y SUfY ot DeliDqclent SubcultutN Chicago: u Chi-

-.,. 8(ilivlty in New York City durtr)g the laW 1.9501 ··. _CIIUO_ = Tile Youth Gang Problem: A Community 
when civH rights groups ~the Black Muslims ApptOfldl NY: OXford U Press 
r.......-to mobilize,__. ... ......_ -:..1--a- ~a.ou... 1'llralher F 1927 Tfte Gang Chicago: U Chicago Press 
~· .,_coo~ ,_,,w, ~ ,... Tlly0tt78~vlolencein EUI'Oplllll'l perapec:tive. 83-
c:ornPosed 0~. black youlhs staged • ~·is- 118 in HO GrWiam. TR Gurr edl VkiiMce in Amenca: 
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